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About This Game

Try to get through the obstacle course with lots of traps and dangers in our new show - Dare Course! That's a challenge for your
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running and jumping skills and reaction. Let's see if you are fast enough to win!
There are several seasons and on each of them the obstacle course becomes more difficult. To pass each a level you are to finish

3 tasks at the same location:

Gather flags: run to the finish and collect them to earn your first star;

Gather medals: run and collect all of them on your way to earn your second star;

Running challenge with special conditions: complete them to earn the third star.

Remember that for each task the location changes a bit. Take these changes into account to complete all of them.

Dare Course game key Features:

Long courses with traps and obstacles;

3 different tasks to pass on each location;

Outfits and other customization items;

Lots of levels with increasing difficulty.

Overcome all obstacles and complete all tasks on the obstacle course and win this challenge!
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Pretty buggy. Not completely awful.. It takes talent to make something so bad, it really does. You couldn't make something like
this unironically, and that's what makes it so damn good. Somehow this game is more committed to its theme than most AAA
games, but it's also more♥♥♥♥♥♥than most meme games. A bizarre specimen that everyone needs to buy right now.. It's not
terrible, but it's definitely not great either. Unfortunately with a lot of the songs it's a second delayed so you have to either sing
before the words pop up on the screen or just extend the words to make sure you get the bar filled in time (ie: "have a good
timeeeeeee..come on". This makes it much more difficult for songs you don't know the words to already, because you're
guessing ahead to a beat\/song you have no clue how it goes, therefore automatically getting punished. The pitches also seem to
be off with some songs, where the singer clearly goes higher yet the game says it doesn't. I've found I have a difficult time with
low-pitched songs, it always says I'm off? Even if it's a talking bit and I talk with it. Yet if I sing in a high-pitched voice it's
perfectly fine. I am a girl who was always a soprano in choir so it's not a huge problem, but I'm not sure how well it would work
with guys\/people with deeper voices so just a warning!

TLDR: If you like singing and have the extra money to splurge go ahead and buy it, otherwise I honestly wouldn't waste the
money (especially if it's not on sale).. This is a short VN (<1 hr) with a story about a guy who spends everything he has to get
this one console, the only one of its kind on the planet.. A few chuckles here and there, otherwise pretty standard fare.

But, for 1.99 USD, not a bad way to spend an hour.

If more episodes come out, I will likely buy them.. havnt had as good as a horror game as this for a while defiantly worth the
money and expected more maps and monsters .. Pretty fun, actually, had my gf and I screaming orders at eachother while
having a blast. Gets hectic quick.. i only used this for kevo and revernd alberts. Honestly, its just not a good game. The controls
don't feel tight and the items are uninspired. Its essentially a really crappy Mario Kart for people who like Formula 1. The
reality is that anyone who is an F1 fan will also cringe at the gameplay found in F1 Race Stars. Children may find a little to
enjoy here thanks to its playful aesthetic, but even they will put down the controller in short time.. click click click click click
click click click click click click click click click click click click click click click click click click.need i say anymore?, click
after click for 30mins straight? what a waste of time. Urgh, I nearlly clicked "recommend", but only because, like me, it might
be worth adding another 4p local multiplayer game to your library if you're collecting them. But only for something a little
different, not because it's particularly good.

In the end I decided it's wierd to have a "recommend" and then actually rip it apart in the description. So I changed it to a "don't
recommend" to catch the eye of the devs in hopes they might take on the feedback.

It's main problem is it's just not obvious how to play. You all kind of randomly kill each other over and over and over again, in a
chaotic mess ove over-sized bullets that bounce off the wall and are moving too fast to react to. Half of your deaths are by
shooting yourself. Yes you can eventually get better at it but the fact that everyone's initial game is just random deaths where
you can barely make out what's happening amongst the chaos, is a testimant to how unintuitive the whole thing feels.

By comparison, I use TowerFall in game tournaments at the college I teach at, and people who've never played before quickly
become used to it and really get into it, even people who don't normally play games. It's quite obvious what you're doing - you
can jump on heads, aim and shoot, and re-collect your limited arrows. You can clearly see the cause and effect - everything is a
good size, and a good SPEED, and not cluttered at all (in spite of having 4 players on one screen) and everything important
(aiming, kills, etc.) is broadcast very very clearly.
AND YET it is still very competative, and you can get very skilled at it, and it can be classified as "twitched based gameplay"
(just as Charge Shot does). I have seen some♥♥♥♥♥♥from Towerfall, man. You can get so good at it.

With Charge Shot, we played it for a good 10 minutes and I still don't feel like I "get" it. I get that you kinda don't want to be
horizontal with anyone, and if you do pass in front, press the shield button and you'll more than likely bounce the shot they fire
at you and kill them. But everything still feels 50-50. Wins don't really feel like wins, just "oh that turned out in my favour
randomly, cool, I guess."

It does come down to the controls a lot;

The jet pack thing feels fairly frustrating, the delay before it sends you upward doesn't seem like you can use it to get out of the
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way quickly, and when it does pick up speed, it's so fast you can't really use it effectively and mostly go all the way to the top.
So you kind of just float around, kinda trying not to pass in front of anyone.

The bullets are very big, very fast, and bounce off the wall, so once someone fires in your direction, you're not going to dodge it
- in fact you're likely to kill yourself from your own shot due to the bounce. That's really unintuitive, to fire a weapon which has
such a high chance of killing its owner.

On top of that, each shot has a huge amount of kickback, which added to everything else, is the icing on the cake in really taking
control away from you and feel like you're trying to remote control a toy car on a bed of marbles by pushing it around with a
stick. That's an analogy I just came up with to express the lack of control we felt we had over the characters.

Look, I'm sure the developers really love this game and are "good" at it and have fun with it, otherwise they wouldn't have put so
much polish on it. I just don't feel like it was tested on other people very much. I don't think it's a good idea to make a game that
only you can play, it needs to be acessable as well as being competative and skill based.
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This game is hilarious when played with a friend!. A minimalistic, family-friendly game with well-executed humor and
charming characters. It is quite short, but worth a buy on sale or not.. Great Game. Just what i expect from a good stickman
filled shooting game.
Also take a moment to honor the lives of sticks who sacrifice theselves for our amusement.. It may look silly if you give it a first
look, but by playing the game, it's both challenging and fun to play. It's gameplay differs in styles as you progress, making it
entertaining and encouraging you with the words: "What will happen next?"
The game's music is also neat, and pleasant to hear in most of the tracks.

Personal rating: 10/10
Both the game and the ost are worth the money.. I don't understand the mixed reviews. It was different and I wasn't sure I really
liked it at first. Then I just kept playing it and found out I really like it. I just beat the main story, and it was another satisfying
Far Cry game. To all the haters saying this is just a clone of Far Cry 4 or it's just the same game with spears, I ask you why you
bought it if for no other reason than it's a Far Cry game. All the games of the franchise have a lot in common. They are all
clones and formulaic in that regard. Personally, I like the formula. I find it entertaining. I bought it. I actually played it. I like it.
I recommend it.. This game is amazing. Definitely one of my favorite rhythm games.. A simple turn-based strategy game. Very
addictive. Great fun.. how do i have this game. The free Rusty Lake mobile games are basically room-escape games that
establish atmosphere in the Rusty Lake world. Rusty Lake Hotel is a creepy, short, can't-look-away room-escape game that is a
must-play, for cheap. This one, Rusty Lake: Roots, tells the story of the whole family in tiny little vignettes that are basically
room-escape puzzles unfolded into one specific scene each. As with Hotel, what happens to each family member is far more
creepy than endearing, and it all comes together to keep you clicking along.

I was able to finish the game without hints in about 4-5 hours or so without getting stuck, but after the "final" big puzzle (no real
spoilers ahead), the game uses two different mechanisms to extend the play time. One is satisfying (I zipped right through it) but
the other is a clunky cheap shot. However, I considered it worth the persistence it required only because I liked the final
imagery tying this game to the previous one(s).

You can play this game without playing the others because the point of this world seems to be the feel rather than the plot. And
even though the game is at present still assembled like a mobile game, like Rusty Lake Hotel (it runs in a flash window and you
may have trouble with your save file if you don't manage to allow Flash to use local storage), I consider it also a must-play if you
like point-and-click puzzlers.
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